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PREFACE

The U.S. Army War College provides an excellent environment for selected military officers and government civilians to reflect and use their career experience to explore a wide range of strategic issues. To assure that the research developed by Army War College students is available to Army and Department of Defense leaders, the Strategic Studies Institute publishes selected papers in its Carlisle Papers in Security Strategy Series.

Colonel Frank L. Miller, member of the Army War College Class of 2003, is the author of this paper. Using examples from the Asia-Pacific region, he illustrates the need for regional and, at times, subregional approaches to collective security. Colonel Miller concludes that treating these relationships from a global perspective, and thus ignoring local norms, can cause unnecessary friction. He provides a set of policy recommendations to achieve U.S. goals in the region.
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ABSTRACT

U.S. national security strategy calls in part for building on our alliances and friendships to enhance regional security. In so doing, our policymakers often treat these relationships from a global perspective, ignoring local norms and creating unnecessary friction in each relationship. This paper will demonstrate the need for regional and, at times, subregional approaches to collective security, using examples from the Asia-Pacific Region. A necessary comparison between the various styles of defining and achieving security leads to a set of policy recommendations that would best achieve U.S. security interests in the Asia-Pacific Region.
Every new administration enters office hearing calls for renewed emphasis on our relations with East Asia, stressing the importance of that region to both the U.S. economy and its security. Often articles are published highlighting a recent poll or survey that places ethnic Asians as a growing force in the U.S. political landscape. Campaign rhetoric is replete with criticisms of the incumbent’s East Asia policies. Invariably though, each new administration levels off its rhetoric to accept relations nearly equaling those of its predecessor. Why? Is it the relative stability of the region that allows us to focus on other, more troubling regions of the world? Or is it due more to a frustration in determining how better to deal with a region as diverse and mysterious as the Far East? Is the level of “inscrutability” still too high for westerners to understand? Perhaps the approach is wrong. Perhaps the concept of East Asia as a region is too broad. Or perhaps our European-based culture is unable to accept that we don’t need to take a leading role in every region of the world in order for that region to achieve security and stability.

So what is our role in East Asia? How do we approach this region, lacking in homogeneity and common culture, language, politics, geography, etc. In fact, about the only factor common in the region is its history of interactions over thousands of years with just this same list of uncommon characteristics. As we enter the second decade of post-Cold War relations, it is time to assess how the end of that period affected the U.S.-East Asian relationship, whether the changes made were worthwhile, and whether further changes can and should be made.

Multiple studies were made of the U.S. policies toward East Asia following the end of the global bipolarity we commonly call the Cold War. Lasting 50 years, the Cold War was blamed for two of the three major wars the United States fought in Asia during the 20th century. With the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the accompanying abrogation of Moscow’s ideologically based support agreements around the world, the time was never better to reassess our own policies concerning the security and stability of East Asia. The countries of the region were also reassessing their intra-regional relationships, especially those based on the defense against—or in support of—Communism. As alluded to earlier, these assessments continue, highlighting the ongoing importance of the region to U.S. national interests.

**IMPACT OF STRATEGIC CULTURE ON U.S. POLICIES FOR EAST ASIA**

Traditionally, the United States has called for a secure, stable, and economically viable Asia with which strong trade relations could be maintained. The 2002 National Security Strategy (NSS 02) calls for a mix of bilateral alliances and cooperation with regional institutions to manage change in dynamic Southeast Asia, including the continued forward presence of U.S. forces. The goals for regional cooperation include establishing a global balance of power that favors freedom, seeking to establish active agendas of cooperation in the fight against terrorism, and ultimately creating a strategically stable Asia. This must be done in an environment of both “competition and cooperation” with other countries, and in a region in which the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR 01) posits a military competitor may emerge. The recommended response to this challenge calls in part for placing emphasis on securing additional access and infrastructure agreements within the region, while alliances and bilateral relationships are trumpeted as the “centerpiece of American security.” The implication is that only through direct ties can security be guaranteed. It is just this U.S.-centric approach to security that will cause our strategy to eventually fail in Asia.

The latest QDR formally called for a shift of defense focus from Europe to the Asia-Pacific Region. Reasons given for this change are obvious but long overdue. As a region, East Asia is the number one trading partner of the United States. In 1999 it had a collective GDP of U.S.$6,475,879M, an aggregate population of 1966 million and four of the six largest militaries (including the United States).
East Asia hosts the only true remaining hotspot from the Cold War. Other not so obvious reasons that have been postulated, though, include the need to counter recent relationship successes of the European Union in Asia, and recent acceptance of China by the nations of Southeast Asia. One author concluded that the alienation of Europe has forced the United States to seek closer relations in Asia.\(^{15}\)

Southeast Asia is crisscrossed with vital sea lanes of communications, and has a recovering economic strength of its own that rivals that of the European Union in trade value for the United States. Four of the world’s five remaining communist states are located in Asia (Vietnam, Laos, China, and North Korea), with three of them in or claiming territory in Southeast Asia. Two states are oligarchies with one benign (Brunei) and the other repressive towards its people (Myanmar or Burma); one state is a newly emerging democracy with no real means for self-subsistence (East Timor), and the remaining six espouse some form of democracy (Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, and Indonesia). Their militaries are all developed with internal defense in mind, with some being more capable than others. The defensive nature of the militaries, however, actually implies the shared perception of each other as major threats. This is especially true for those states with overlapping territorial claims such as in Sabah (Malaysia and the Philippines), the internal borders of French Indochina (Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos), and the entire South China Sea.\(^{17}\) The latter, called the East Sea by Vietnam, is also claimed in whole by China—including Taiwan—and in part by the Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei, and Indonesia. With these differences in mind, and in recognition of a very real ideological threat of communist insurgency movements with external support from China, the United States and the countries of Southeast Asia struggled to find ways to cooperate in the prevention of regional conflicts among themselves. No such attempt has been made in Northeast Asia.

Why did the QDR formally recommend shifting U.S. defense interests out of Europe to Asia? First and foremost is the ongoing standoff in Korea and its larger implications for Japan. Second, while on balance the trend in relations with the four communist-led governments is encouraging, the United States still maintains a security guarantee to current or former antagonists of each (South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand). Third is the large Islamic population in Asia, already known to have significant ties to regional and global Islamic-extremist terrorists groups. Fourth is the recognition of Asia’s importance to the U.S. economy, and the increasing need to protect the sea lines of communication that support
Figure 2. Major Sea Lines of Communication in Southeast Asia.\textsuperscript{18}

our trading partners. As the Asian economies recover from the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, they will be more willing and able to address the West as equals. This was already becoming apparent prior to the crisis, during the time characterized by the World Bank as the Asian “Miracle.”\textsuperscript{19} Their survival of the crisis will only make it more so. Finally, the potential emergence of China as a regional hegemon calls for our increased efforts to maintain peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific Region.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF NOT GETTING THE POLICIES RIGHT

The Ironic truth, Bandar felt, was that the [Gulf War] had been sealed by cultural misunderstanding.\textsuperscript{20}

The above quote is attributed to the Saudi Ambassador to Washington upon learning the start time for DESERT STORM’s Air Campaign. His reflection clearly indicates that, while supporting the actions to be taken against Iraqi forces in Kuwait, he recognized other ways to deal with the larger issue that had been missed due to a lack of cultural awareness in both Washington and Baghdad. Failure to find a suitable approach in East Asia could be just as catastrophic to maintaining a peaceful Asia-Pacific Region, including open conflict in Korea, the Taiwan Strait, and the South China Sea. Other, less dangerous threats to U.S. national interests in the region are also possible if the strategic cultures of Asia are disregarded or misunderstood. Among them are potentially:
• Increased Sino-U.S. tensions;
• The resurgence of a militarized Japan;
• An increasingly hostile Korean Peninsula;
• Increased factionalism across ethnic and/or religious boundaries;
• Reduced economic growth leading to increased intra-regional competition; and,
• Marginalization of U.S. influence in the region.\(^{21}\)

Okimoto notes another danger on the U.S. domestic front. That “failure to appreciate East Asia’s achievement perpetuates the dangerous illusion that the world must always adapt to the U.S. and become more like us.”\(^{22}\) This danger is in essence the clash of American and Asian (\textit{writ large}) strategic cultures, a phrase defined as “a distinctive and lasting set of beliefs, values and habits regarding the threat and use of force, which have their roots in such fundamental influences as geopolitical setting, history and political culture.”\(^{23}\) Developed by Jack Snyder in a 1977 report for the RAND Corporation, the term “strategic culture” pointed out that different nations have their own distinctive national strategic culture that affects their nuclear doctrine and decisionmaking process.\(^{24}\) Snyder was writing about the Soviet Union, however, and did not consider general cultural traits and norms to have an influence.\(^{25}\) I contend he is wrong on this point, that the general cultural traits of a country do have a great influence on the strategic culture of its national leadership. I also believe the ethnic homogeneity of the country influences the cohesiveness of a nation’s values, which in turn, helps define and strengthen its strategic culture.

**HISTORY OF ASIAN REGIONAL SECURITY INSTITUTIONS**

**U.S. Attempts at Integrating Regional Security.**

The United States has been a key player in the Asian region since Admiral Dewey defeated the Spanish Fleet in Manila Bay on May 1, 1898, annexing the Philippine Islands as a colonial holding.\(^{26}\) Although, the U.S. Army fought the Moros to consolidate our holdings, the United States was never enthusiastic about being a colonial power, and actions were underway to transition the Philippines to independence when Japan attacked U.S. Army and Naval forces in Pearl Harbor and the Philippines. Following the end of the war, the United States attempted to shift its occupation forces north to Japan, and, despite earlier promises to the contrary, allowed the European powers to return to their South and Southeast Asian colonial holdings. The debate over this policy was weakened with the withdrawal of Chiang Kai-shek’s forces from Mainland China in 1949, and ended when Communist North Korea attacked across the 38th Parallel in 1950 in an obvious attempt to unify the peninsula under communism. Following this action, all similar anti-colonial forces with any ties to the Soviet Union or the Chinese Communists were automatically labeled threats to the free world. The Cold War was much “hotter” in Asia than in Europe, perhaps due to the solidarity shown by the newly formed North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

Against this backdrop in 1954, and at the instigation of U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, the South East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) was formed as part of the worldwide U.S.-led system of anti-Communist military alliances.\(^{27}\) Its narrow focus on thwarting communist aggression doomed it to failure soon after its birth, as most members were reluctant to commit to a collective security obligation. Not only was Indonesia—Asia’s largest anti-Communist state—conspicuously absent, but so were South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, the “nations” in which the collective security was to be fought.\(^{28}\) In fact, most members were not even in Southeast Asia, including Pakistan. Although SEATO remained on the books until 1977, it never garnered the support from within the region necessary to remain viable. In its failure, though, SEATO provides perhaps the best example of how difficult it is for a nation external to a region to encourage collective security of those countries within the region.\(^{29}\)
Asian Attempts at Integrating Regional Security.

The concern with one’s neighbors not only inhibited all early attempts to form Western-styled anti-Communist blocs in Southeast Asia. Most Asian models also failed to find common ground for a cooperative security arrangement in Southeast Asia. In 1961 the Association of Southeast Asia (ASA) was formed by Thailand, Philippines, and Malaya, but ended in 1963 when the British territories of Sabah and Sarawak joined peninsular Malaya to form (along with Singapore) the Federated States of Malaysia. The outcry by the Philippines—who also claimed portions of Sabah—ended ASA. The formulation of Malaysia and Indonesia’s “Konfrontasi” campaign also ensured the end of a similar subregional arrangement, “Maphilindo,” an association of Malaya, the Philippines, and Indonesia. A South Korean initiative that attempted to create a second front against communist aggression throughout Asia in 1966 resulted in the relatively long-lived Asian and Pacific Council (ASPAC). It was dissolved in 1973.

Different Approaches in Northeast vs. Southeast Asia.

The continued failure of regional or subregional security institutions and the ongoing fight against international communism forced the United States to establish a multitude of bilateral security relations in Asia. All were established in times of war and have remained in place since their inception. Two, with Australia and the Philippines, are left over from World War II, while Japan’s alliance with the United States was a direct result of U.S. occupation following that war. The Korean alliance has been in place since the attempt of the Communist North Korea to unify the country by force in 1950. Thailand signed a defense treaty with the United States on March 6, 1962, when threatened by Chinese- and Vietnamese-backed Communist insurgencies. Defeat and political intransigence ended two others, with the Republic of Vietnam and New Zealand, respectively. With each of these bilateral alliances, the United States committed itself to support one country over another in any future regional conflicts. Additionally, the United States is legally obligated to ensure the peaceful reunification of Taiwan with the mainland. While technically not an alliance, the Taiwan Relations Act has the same effect of forcing the United States to choose sides in any future confrontation across the Taiwan Strait.

The result is a region with two coexisting styles of security relationships—the U.S. “hub and spokes” model of active defense obligations, and a more passive series of nonaggression pacts between the regional states. No overarching security institution exists in Asia that includes everyone in a bid to prevent conflict or, should deterrence fail, obligate others in the defense of one. In fact, the U.S. approach has delineated clearly a different set of policies for Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia. Even the alliance structures are different, with those in the north much more robust than with the southern partners. In recognition of this (and possibly to prevent another great power conflict over influence in Asia) the six-member ASEAN agreed to expand and initiate a regional forum for the discussion of security issues. They did so in spite of then U.S. Secretary of State George Baker’s specific opposition in January 1992 to abandoning the “hubs and wheels” approach to security relationships in Asia. The key theme was the recognition in Asia that ASEAN could not continue to maintain its security in the post-Cold War environment. Their security relationships needed to expand to include all the regional powers. In other words, the spider web had to grow. Despite the official position of the State Department, the Pentagon’s 1998 East Asia Strategy Review (EASR) pledged support to “the development of security pluralism.”

The Clinton 1995 Security Strategy for the East Asia-Pacific Region (EASR) called for continued forward presence, strengthening of our bilateral alliances, and active participation in multilateral security fora, particularly the [then] newly-formed ASEAN Regional Forum. It also called for
“enlarging” our engagement policy to include those nations outside our normal circle of friends and allies. While recognizing that Northeast Asia requires a separate subregional security strategy, the 1995 EASR also admitted that North Korean participation had been limited. In fact, it highlights the only degree of success with North Korea—the bilateral Agreed framework—signed in October 1994. While recognizing the inherent bilateral nature of security cooperation in Northeast Asia, the 1995 EASR also recognized the absence of a strong, unifying external threat to the region and encouraged Southeast Asia to take the lead in providing for their own security. It explained the continued U.S. military presence as symbolic of our continued commitment to the protection of shared interests with Asia. But it reflected a bias toward Western-style alliances that even the President of the Pacific Command’s Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies continues to support by comparing Asian multilateral security approaches to NATO in terms of the “scale” instead of the “model.” This bias, perhaps, also explains why consecutive U.S. administrations have failed to recognize the Agreed Framework for what I believe the North Korean’s intended it to be—a bilateral security guarantee with the United States.

Allies should be expected to help secure their respective regions. In Europe, NATO forms the basis for a stable, secure Europe. Each member state has a vote in the organization’s policies and is obligated to provide a portion of the military force that gives NATO its teeth. In Asia, however, our dependence on allies primarily has allowed access for U.S. forces to provide regional security. Unlike in Europe, our Asian defense agreements are typically not regional, and therefore not dependable in case of a regional conflict. Japan is limited by its constitution and the continued distrust of its Asian neighbors. South Korea’s armed forces are focused solely on the defense of its territory from North Korean forces. While China also has historical baggage affecting its deployment of troops abroad, its availability for intra-regional security operations seems to be more affected by Beijing’s desire to maintain domestic tranquility. Our Southeast Asian partners not only see each other as greater threats than any global ideology, but also have recognized since the end of the Cold War that their national security cannot rely on the “fickle” security strategy of “a large and distant power.”

This reduced dependence on a great power’s military umbrella has increased the importance of trade, educational, technology, tourism, religious, ethnicity, and other cooperative ties in the formulation of a nation’s “security.” AsiaInt describes the current security arrangements as a “necessary evil” with which no country seems to be satisfied. At a minimum, it is a clear renunciation of the balance of power concepts of “alliance and alignment.”

**STRATEGIC CULTURE AND RELATIONSHIP STYLES**

Culture is the root and foundation of strategy.

Lieutenant General Li Jijun

The key to understanding the different security approaches is the recognition of Asia’s unique style of relationships. The Western style provides for a direct relationship between a militarily weak provider of resources and a resource-hungry dominant actor as guarantor of security. Also known as “hub and spokes” model, the graphic depiction of multiple client states with the same dominant actor resembles a wagon wheel. The security of a nation at the end of each spoke depends on the strength of their protector at the hub. Doctrinally, Joint Publication 3-16, “Multinational Operations,” recognizes this characteristic through the establishment of a military alliance with a “Lead Nation” organization.

Asians tend to approach security in a broader sense than just military balance of power, with economic stability taking the lead in most cases. The theory is that if a nation has enough relationships with multiple other nations, any threat to that nation is a threat as well to those relationships. This theory is based on the idea that common interests devolve not from threats to each other, but from
threats to their relationships. The resultant model of “overlapping and interlocking institutions”\textsuperscript{52} resembles a spider web of bilateral relationships in each sector of national power.\textsuperscript{53} In this model, an ad hoc collection of weak states could deter the threat of a regional hegemon through the multiplicity and strength of their relationships, without the need for a dominant actor.

As a consequence, most Asian militaries, while organized to deter aggressive behavior of neighboring states, actually spend the vast majority of their time conducting internal defense missions. This phenomenon is due in part to the relative weakness of the Asian nation-state in relation to other binding organizations such as ethnicity, religion, and cultural backgrounds. Of three major insurgencies faced by the Philippines today, only one threatens the political overthrow of the national government. The other two are struggles for religious freedom and political autonomy. The Communist New People’s Army (NPA) is Manila’s only ideological competitor for political rule. The island of Mindanao hosts two major Islamic factions; the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) and the more fundamentalist Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF). The Abu Sayyaf Group is a further splinter of the latter, but seems to be more oriented on money, vice political power.

Religion is also a major factor in Malaysia’s unwillingness to openly embrace the War on Terrorism. The internal dynamics of a large Muslim population affects both Thailand and Indonesia’s ability to fight religious extremism as well.

The above definition does not fit very well in Northeast Asia, leading to the argument that perhaps they are more Western than Asian, when discussing interstate relations. This paper does not elaborate on why this may be the case, but some historical facts contribute to the idea. Japan’s Meiji Restoration period (1868-1912) was marked by a conscious decision to accept the ways—and power—of the West.\textsuperscript{54} Combined with the traditional Bushido culture, Japan’s homogenous population is comfortable with a stratified relationship, and accepts their assumed place without opposition.\textsuperscript{55} Korea, on the other hand, has known centuries of domination at the hand of one Asian neighbor or another, and understands the necessity of allowing the United States (a power disinterested in owning Korean land) to dominate its defense establishment. Korea and Japan are also recipients of strong Confucian teachings, which stress being satisfied with one’s station in life and paying proper respects to all relations.

THE EFFECTS OF GLOBALIZATION IN EAST ASIA ON U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY

In “The Global Century,” a study by the National Defense University’s Institute for National Strategic Studies, three scenarios were offered for the effects of globalization on East Asia. Ranging from optimistic to pessimistic support of U.S. interests in Asia, the scenarios provided a baseline for the authors’ analysis of globalization in East Asia and its effect on U.S. national security.\textsuperscript{56} They are:

- Pan-Pacific Economic and Security Cooperation;
- Globalization and Unstable Security Environment; and,
- Economic Nationalism and Regional Power Rivalries.

Scenario One, while labeled optimistic and “visionary,” has a strong resemblance to U.S. goals for the region. In this scenario, matured economic integration reduces the desire of all to settle disputes by military means. The United States retains a leading military presence in the region, but without the dominance that current bases allow. In fact, continued need for the bases are questioned in this scenario, which closes with a repeat of the “places, not bases” motto from former Secretary of Defense William Perry.

Scenarios Two and Three are decidedly more pessimistic, both in terms of U.S. national interests and regional security cooperation. The second scenario envisions a continuation of recent economic woes for the region and posits particularly troubling reactions from key countries. China is faced with
a domestic economic downturn that forces a more belligerent attitude toward regional competitors while Japan turns inward, effectively snubbing globalization in general, and specifically downplaying its reliance on—and alliance with—the United States.

Scenario Three sees a subregional split, with Southeast Asia increasing its dependence on western markets while the industrial countries of Northeast Asia internalize their economies by increasing the percentage of spending toward defense-related ventures. This creates a fear-based weapons-buying spree, increasing tensions and forcing American businesses out of the region. As American business interests are reduced, so is our national interest, leaving regional powers the latitude to compete for dominance.

All three scenarios share a common point of view that only through close ties with the U.S. economy can East Asian security be guaranteed. They show optimism when ties are so intertwined that even our forward presence is not needed. Conversely, a separation of economies would force both U.S. investment elsewhere and a pull-back of American forces to more distant bases. Interestingly, both views envision a reduced security presence in the region, leaving the impression that our economic links, not our defense links, form the basis for East Asia’s regional security. Neither view, however, considers the Asian point of view, which has developed unevenly since the United States first became an Asian power in 1898.

VIEW OF THE UNITED STATES FROM SOUTHEAST ASIA

On matters concerning security, defense and commerce, prudence and pragmatism should be the order of the day.\textsuperscript{57}

K. S. Balakrishnan

As previously stated, Southeast Asia is a region of many dissimilarities. The dispersal of religious groupings reflect thousands of years of conflict, conquest, trade, and travel through this strategic crossroads. Southeast Asia’s multiple cultures, ethnicities, and languages overlap national borders and create a cross-hatching that binds this region into a loose subculture of its own. Southeast Asians view their security in a much broader manner and are proud of their advancements in all aspects of society since the end of their respective colonial periods. Among countries of the region, Malaysia is an especially good place from which to view U.S. goals in Southeast Asia. Its stability also provides an especially good lens through which to view the U.S. goals from a Southeast Asian perspective. Kuala Lumpur’s views are quite even-handed since it is neither a U.S. treaty partner nor a target of American ire.

Malaysia.

Malaysia sees itself as “a champion in the cause for justice, fairness, and accommodation in the international arena.”\textsuperscript{58} This self-perception often puts it at odds with the United States, but for understandable reasons. Malaysia is a collection of 13 pre-colonial kingdoms with a very nonhomogenous population. Besides ethnicity issues, it must also address domestic religious and political differences. Malaysia experienced a break in the evolution of its indigenous strategic culture during the colonial period, has fought at least two insurgencies since World War II, and has border disputes with five of its neighbors.\textsuperscript{59} As a consequence, the Malaysian armed forces are among the best in the region, as well as one of the most diversely equipped forces in Asia. Malaysia’s Air Force alone has aircraft from at least four different sources, British BAe Hawk fighter/bombers; American C-130s, F-5Es, and F/A-18Ds; French Allouette helicopters; and Russian MiG-29s.\textsuperscript{60} The author has trained with their Special Forces at the same time another Malaysian unit was training with British SAS. The issue is that while Malaysia appreciates U.S. military presence in the region, it does not want to become—or be seen as—beholden to that presence.
Following the September 2001 attacks on the United States, Malaysia agreed to co-sponsor a regional counterterrorism school. This was a very pragmatic move to get on the U.S. side in the war against terrorism, but was met with sharp criticisms from domestic groups on both sides of the political spectrum. The main opposition party, Parti Islam SeMalaysia (PAS), fears the school would be used to repress the increasingly vocal Muslim community, while others in the mainstream fear the loss of Malaysia’s credibility as a moderating voice in the region. Both sides, however, are concerned with the school’s role in increasing the U.S. “sphere of influence” in the region.

Malaysia provides just one example of how the United States is viewed positively for its security presence, while simultaneously criticized for meddling in other aspects of Asian society. Their appreciation for the American military, however, does not automatically transfer to regional allies. ASEAN’s massive denigration of Australia’s recent Preemption Policy is a good example of this phenomenon, accusing Canberra of wanting to be Washington’s “deputy sheriff” in the region. In a thinly veiled message to Australia, Malaysian Defence Minister Najib Tun Razak vowed to defend against any country that implements “forward defense or launches preemptive strikes” in Malaysia. Its being posted on the state-run Vietnam News Agency web site shows the regional popularity of this stance. Still, the United States has been very successful in garnishing support of countries in Southeast Asia without a bilateral security alliance, particularly Brunei, Indonesia, Singapore, and Malaysia.

**ASEAN and ARF.**

ASEAN was formed in 1967 by the Bangkok Declaration to be primarily a social, economic, and cultural agreement. Political and military concerns were specifically left off the initial declaration. Little progress was made through the intervening years except in forming a common desire to reduce the influence of great power politics within the region. The call for creating a Zone of Peace, Freedom, and Neutrality (ZOPFAN) at the 1971 Special Ministerial Meeting in Kuala Lumpur was finally agreed to as a “desirable objective” which was strengthened in the Bali Summit by the inclusion of political disputes in ASEAN’s agenda. Thus, ASEAN confirmed a common stance against communism; not in the SEATO way that required an active struggle against Communist States, but only “in its aversion to a Communist movement taking over state power” of one of its members.

Speaking after the November 2001 ASEAN Chiefs of Armies Multilateral Meeting (ACAMM), Philippine Army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Jaime Delos Santos announced that the ASEAN militaries had agreed to cooperate against international terrorism. Reconfirming an earlier decision from the 7th ASEAN Summit, General Delos Santos stressed that “joint military action is not included in the agreement,” and reiterated that “ASEAN is not a security organisation.” The ACAMM resolution highlighted the need to address the issue of global terrorism before it “adversely affect[s] regional security and economic gains.”

In a uniquely Asian way, the nations of Southeast Asia ensure their collective security through a lack of cooperative security measures. ASEAN, unlike ASA and SEATO before it, became a loose forum to strengthen regional relationships along the other lines of national power as a deterrent to the forceful or coercive use of the military power. The establishment of its regional forum (ARF) brings to the table the extra-regional players in Southeast Asian security to discuss confidence-building measures and eventually “preventive diplomacy.” This forum is not at all a security alliance, however, since most of its members have overlapping claims against each other.

Paul Dibbs notes that the ASEAN members try to include the United States in their discussions with potential threat nations, but that any rejection of the dialogue process would be seen as a “deterioration” of regional security. Any attempt by the United States to establish a common coalition would just as likely bring calls against U.S. hegemony in the region. Michael Leifer takes a different
view of U.S. relations with the ARF. He notes that the United States missed an opportunity in 1992 to help shape the relationships and must now play catch up to internal Asian processes. Leifer also points out an inherent/potential weakness in this option. He notes that loose security ties may work well only because there is already a balance of power established in the region. Given the absence of a balance, he continues, ARF may only be capable of encouraging further economic ties to offset a security issue. This, of course, is the basis for the Pacific Command’s claims of being the regional security guarantor, without whom the ASEAN members would not have the luxury of “preventive diplomacy.”

VIEW FROM NORTHEAST ASIA

Northeast Asia cannot be represented by the views of a single country. Its history is one of rivalry, not cooperation, and the views of each nation are important for U.S. policymakers to recognize. The region is host to nearly all U.S. troops forward deployed in Asia. South Korea hosts about 37,500 troops of U.S. Forces Korea, while U.S. Forces Japan includes 47,000 troops throughout the islands. The current U.S. position is to encourage the continuance of this forward presence into the foreseeable future. In one of his last public speeches as the Commander of all Pacific Forces, Admiral Dennis Blair testified before the Senate Armed Forces Subcommittee that maintaining U.S. forces in Korea is in the best interests of both Korea and the United States. He further noted that the key to a stable Asia was cooperation, not rivalry, between Korea and Japan. Admiral Blair and the Pacific Command are given a great deal of credit for trying to instill more multilateralism into the Asia-Pacific Region, while still maintaining our bilateral ties. As one analyst has noted, “only regional cooperation can defeat the transnational threats that pose the major security concerns of today and the future.” To continue to be effective, however, U.S. bilateral relations must be seen by all as contributing to the entire region’s security, not just a select few. A prime example of this is the continuation of U.S. troop presence in Japan, which serves to allay regional fears of the reemergence of Japanese militarism.

Japan.

Japan is often called the linchpin of U.S. security in Asia, and as such deserves a special role in any discussion of Asian security. A major policy concern for Japan is how to meet the demands of all interested parties while maintaining as close as possible the status quo. The population of Okinawa is becoming increasingly hostile toward the cultural and economic burden of U.S. bases in this Japanese prefecture. On the Japanese mainland, complaints of excessive noise in areas around U.S. bases are forcing the U.S. Navy to search for practice carrier landing fields as far away as Iwo Jima. The Pentagon is demanding more direct investment by the government of Japan in its own defense—both in terms of helping defray U.S. expenses and providing for more Japanese involvement within the region. Japan must balance the still-strong pacifist feelings of its population against the outcry following North Korea’s missile test across Japanese territory in 1998. The popular rhetoric seems to be divided. While few are calling for a resurgent robust military in Japan, the growing angst toward North Korea is rekindling the traditional Japan-Korea rivalry that threatens U.S. security plans for the region. The actions of the Japanese Coast Guard to engage and sink a North Korean ship encountered in their territorial waters attests to Tokyo’s new way of thinking. This virtually unprecedented defensive act garnered immediate concerns from China, which, according to one analyst, would prefer a demilitarized Japan, shorn of its security alliance with the United States.
South Korea.

U.S. forces in South Korea are also under attack from the local population for essentially cultural reasons. As the threat of open conflict with North Korea diminishes in the minds of the South Korean population, the need for a large military presence also diminishes. Therefore, when accidents occur such as the recent deaths of two young girls, the entire alliance is put under scrutiny. The failure of the U.S. military to follow local cultural norms immediately following the accident showed the continued inclination to place western norms over eastern, thereby literally adding insult to injury. This type of cultural insensitivity is a hallmark of U.S. forward presence and places all of our bilateral relations at risk. The United States cannot depend on our status as Seoul’s security guarantor when the South Korean population no longer sees a threat from the North, or sees the United States itself as encouraging what threat remains. Regardless of the reality, perception reigns, and the United States must act quickly to ensure popular support for our continued presence on the Korean Peninsula.

China.

China traditionally has seen itself as a peace-loving nation that has suffered from western warmongering hegemons. Not surprisingly, the most recent Defense White Paper characterizes China’s security policy as defensive. Most Chinese defense scholars will describe nearly all of China’s wars over the past 3,000-4,000 years as necessary and justified for the defense of the nation. The absurdity of this genre of claim is well-recognized throughout Asia and impacts greatly on the trust provided China’s stated intentions by their regional neighbors. This lack of trust is met by an equal distrust in Beijing of many Asian countries. China is especially distrustful of Japan, following the years of horrific occupation in the 1930s and 1940s. Andrew Scobell points out quite clearly that China attributes past atrocities committed by Japan as a part of its “Bushido” culture that has yet to be changed. Worse, the current writings leave no question that China will never trust Japan’s overtures toward peaceful coexistence, and it has in fact become more wary of Japan’s intentions since the end of the Cold War.

The Chinese are also very wary of U.S. intentions in Asia, labeling U.S. hegemony in one case as the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) “public enemy number one.” In a thinly-veiled reference, their 2002 Defense White Paper calls the ongoing [U.S.-Japan] joint research on Theater Missile Defense “detrimental to peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific Region.” Two well-known China analysts determined that the U.S. reaction to the PLA’s March 1996 missile firing exercises marked a breaking point in China’s approach to U.S. forward presence in Asia. Previously, Beijing “acquiesced” to the regional security architecture that was based on U.S. bilateral alliances and forward presence in Asia. Following the deployment of two carrier battle groups off of the Taiwan Strait in the midst of the PLA’s then unprecedented military exercises, Beijing began lobbying for an arrangement that provided “equal security” for all Asian nations. Scobell calls China’s approach to another nation’s intentions as “strategic culture imaging,” which places more emphasis on China’s analysis of historical trends toward the use of force than on current realpolitik. This method of imaging also blinds China from seeing itself from the perspective of its neighbors, since it characterizes all of its wars as necessary for the self-defense of China. Overcoming the impact of strategic culture is an important obstacle the United States must face to gain China’s support for a regional security institution in Asia.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. First and foremost, the United States must align its policies with each other. The 2002 National Security Strategy lists as a strategic principle the need to “invest time and
resources into building international relationships and institutions that can help manage local crises when they emerge.” This obvious reference to multilateral activities is not matched by the latest draft of the National Military Strategy, which calls for activities “with other nations” to advance common defense or security relationships—an equally obvious reference to continued bilateral alliances. At no point in the National Military Strategy is any mention made of supporting or building regional security institutions. Theater Security Cooperation, the program under which this type of activity would naturally fall, is focused solely on increasing the supportive role that regional militaries could provide U.S. forces during a conflict. Nothing is mentioned about helping to provide a region the internal capability of solving—or preventing—its own problems. While this approach may play well in the capitals of Europe, those of Asia are becoming increasingly unwilling to hand over responsibility for their security to an external power, especially one that doesn’t follow the region’s cultural norms.

2. “Put webbing between the spokes.”

The United States should strongly support and sponsor not only multilateral activities that enhance collective security in each region (Northeast and Southeast Asia), but also bilateral activities among the nations within each subregion. Collective security is already the long-term goal of the ARF’s “Plus 3” program, as well as the Pacific Command’s annual Team Challenge exercise. The latter effort in support of regional bilateral activities is equally important, though, to enhance a cooperative security that can only evolve through continuous confidence-building measures and mutual dependencies. Suggested areas of cooperation include sharing regional maintenance facilities for like equipment and weapons systems; opening training ranges to all regional security forces; and establishing of standing procedures (and eventually resources) to allow coordinated regional responses to humanitarian or disaster relief scenarios.

This would require the adoption of a strategy that Stuart and Tow refer to as “multipolarity,” in which U.S. interests are best served by maximizing the sharing of interests in all aspects of the relationship. This strategy is one that Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs James Kelly called in his confirmation hearing, “firm in goals, but flexible in tactics.”

The problem, then, becomes a balance between having enough presence forward to maintain a balance of power amid bickering neighbors who are simultaneously paranoid of a regional hegemon, and becoming so assertive in that role that we are seen as the hegemon. If this can be achieved by maintaining our bilateral military alliances while promoting the more comprehensive security ideas of the region, it will only work if the latter takes the more public lead in Southeast Asia.


The best way to meet both of the above needs is to consider Northeast and Southeast Asia distinct and separate regions, requiring equally distinct policies. Government analysts and academics alike must recognize that there are very few “East Asia” specialists. Most are specialists on either Northeast or Southeast Asia, but are often called upon to evaluate some aspect of the entire region. Doing so, however, implicitly biases the reports in favor of whichever set of strategic cultures with which the writer is more familiar. The same can be said for the organization of our government agencies. More emphasis should be placed on separating policymaking and implementation for these regions, to include the creation of a Deputy Assistant Secretary at Defense and State for each region.

Maintain the bilateral approach in Northeast Asia. Our bilateral alliances are essential to maintaining a stable and secure Northeast Asia, but our interests for South Korea and Japan differ. While their interests may coincide in the desire for continued U.S. presence, this cannot be assumed indefinitely, especially post Korean reunification. Our direct ties with each nation will allow the flexibility needed to ensure each of the others’ cooperation. Despite 50 years of separation, the cultural basis of North Korea is still similar to South Korea. As such, the United States should recognize the benefits to a stable
Korean Peninsula that our bilateral relationship with North Korea provides. Threats to withdraw from direct talks only inflame the situation and invoke brinkmanship strategies with a well-armed and posed threat whose strategic culture we do not yet fully understand. Many in the United States paint Pyongyang as an irrational rogue regime that cannot be deterred. The possibility that North Korea’s strategic calculus is very rational, but hidden from us by our own “mirror image” of rationality is one that cannot be discarded.\textsuperscript{94} One thing is certain, though, with regard to North Korea—progress (frustratingly slow as it may seem) is made when negotiated bilaterally. U.S. policies with China have always been bilateral and should continue to be so. The strategic nature of our relationship with Asia’s only member of the United Nations Security Council demands a separate, bilateral approach.

\textit{Shift to multilateral policies for Southeast Asia.} All Southeast Asian nations should be equally treated as the friends they could be. The United States should take a serious look at abrogating the two mutual defense treaties with Thailand and the Philippines in recognition of their being out of date and exclusionary policies. In their place, Washington should seek stronger security relations with the region through the ASEAN Regional Forum. In this way, we would demonstrate our firm commitment to the security of the region, without being forced to pick sides in an intraregional issue. No tangible commitments or assistance programs should be cancelled. To the contrary, the current trend toward multilateralism should be expanded to include all countries in the region. Other western countries with interests in Southeast Asia—such as Australia—should be encouraged to follow this method as well.


The U.S. military’s forward presence is essential to our regional and global security interests and should be maintained. Protecting the viability of our presence in Asia, though, is becoming more of a regional issue than a bilateral one. The United States requires the support of the entire region to maintain forces anywhere within the region. This necessitates a multilateral approach that not only encourages, but also embraces the cultural and relational norms of Asia. If we need Asians to work with each other for our sake, we must allow them to work in their comfort zones. Trying to impose western ideals or cultures will only serve to alienate those we wish to protect. Cultural identity will overcome the need for security to the detriment of U.S. national interests in the region. The United States must take steps to disprove regional concerns that the U.S.-ASEAN Joint Declaration for Cooperation to Combat International Terrorism is not used to reintroduce U.S. ground troops into the region.\textsuperscript{95}

To support regional collective and cooperative security, the United States cannot be perceived as supporting one member over another. U.S. support of Australia’s announcement of its own preemptive attack policy places the United States squarely at odds with the “regionalization” of Asia’s security.\textsuperscript{96} It is another good example of how our continued reliance on formal bilateral alliances skews our larger goals of maintaining a high level of influence and presence in the region.

Washington should continue to demonstrate benefits of U.S. forward presence by spreading the wealth. In other words, a de facto bilateral relationship with ASEAN should benefit all members of ASEAN. The support mentioned earlier to maintain a forward presence should therefore come from throughout the region. Singapore took steps in the early 1990s to replace the maintenance facilities lost with the closure of Subic Bay. Malaysia has since contributed maintenance facilities as well. Thailand long has provided a site to store ammunition in the region, but has restricted its use to within Thailand. The Philippines has recently agreed to sponsor another ammunition depot that would be available for worldwide deployment.\textsuperscript{97} Malaysia is opening the Counter-Terrorism School discussed earlier, while both the Philippines and Thailand provide training areas for regional forces (including the United States) to train. All of these activities and more are funded in part by the United States and help to spread the economic benefits of our forward presence. Other countries in the region have a great deal of potential, however, that should be looked at for future use. Vietnam, for example, has numerous
airfields and the excellent natural harbor in Cam Ranh that could be used in support of regional
security activities. U.S. policy should be to encourage the use of these and other facilities within the
region for the good of the entire region—vice trying to secure bilateral access for U.S. forces.

5. Recognize that Strategic Culture makes a Difference.

The Asia-Pacific Region is too diverse to have just one set of policies governing the prosecution
and protection of concerned U.S. security interests. So, too, is East Asia. The differences in histories,
political and geostrategic evolutions, and cultural identities of Northeast and Southeast Asian peoples
greatly affect the strategic cultures of their respective governments. Northeast Asian nations are more
amenable to the “hub and spokes” approach to security. They are still experiencing the lasting effects
of the Cold War and recognize a common threat for which national assets are insufficient to deter. Yet
they also have traditional animosities which affect their willingness to cooperate for their own security.
Our bilateral relations work well in this region and should be continued. Forward basing will continue
to be essential for the foreseeable future.

Southeast Asia is a different story, however, and requires a different approach. These countries
are farther removed from the effects of the Cold War and have, in fact, been “burned” by trying to
remain aligned too long. This region has its traditional animosities as well, but the lack of ethnic
homogeneity throughout the region forces them to seek compromise, rather than conflict. The nations
of Southeast Asia are less inclined to seek, or adhere to, alliances, especially if the price is paid in
flexibility. This attitude is reflected in their regional institutions such as ASEAN and ARF, which can
best be characterized as “loose.” While increased security cooperation may not be attainable based
on perceptions of a common threat, it can be enhanced if based on the common benefits of economic
efficiencies. U.S. policy should reflect these trends of the region and seek to enhance the cooperative
nature of the region’s security logistics effort.

Recognition of the different strategic cultures will enhance our ability to promote U.S. national
tests in these two vital regions. Institutional and policy changes are required and must be supported
by focused analysis on each region. Global crises such as the ongoing war on terrorism will still allow
short-term demands to be met, but only through the understanding of strategic cultures can we assure
continued promotion of our long-term national interests. As Alastair Johnston has warned:

Done well, the careful analysis of strategic culture could help policymakers establish more accurate and
empathetic understandings of how different actors perceive the game being played . . . Done badly,
[it] could reinforce stereotypes about the strategic predispositions of other states and close off policy
alternatives deemed inappropriate to dealing with local strategic cultures.98

The importance of focused analysis—and focused policies—cannot be underestimated.
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